Good day all.
For October 2020, we had five incidents. We three suspicious people, one attempted
theft and one attempted armed hijacking.
This year’s October compared to the same time last year:

A relatively quiet month, the only real worrying incident is the attempted armed
hijacking at the gates of the Groenkloof campus. This happened at the gate, while they
were being checked for covid symptoms. It just goes to show that you must always
remain vigilant and not to drop your guard.

Comparison of total incidents during the years we have been keeping track of
incidents:

As always, keep safe and vigilant this month. Report suspicious people or activities to
Interactive security, ADT, or SAPS. Report any incidents to
incidents@muckleneukhill.co.za even if you might think it insignificant; report it in
any case and we will investigate further.
Regards
Alfie Barnard
Incident Manager MHSI.
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03/10/
2020

AREA
JOHN
STREET
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SILVER
STREET

04/10/
2020

SILVER
STREET

05/10/
2020

MENTZ
STREET

TYPE
DESCRIPTION
Suspicious Guy in blue Chevy Spark was looking for accomodation
people
/ B+B. Knocking on residents gate, seeing elderly lady
and started questioning. When a younger resident
politely said 'nothing here in the area' he became more
and more agressive. Resident called security officers in
on the radio. Other residents came as well, after the guy
left with a pregnant woman in the car.
Off
Somewhere in the afternoon a function started at this
premises
'guest house'. This house gives a lot of problems in the
incident
way of noise and litter. Today a huge party started with
loud music. Resident called counsillor in, who stopped
the party with the help of the police and TMPD.
Off
Party from last night restarted again. Counsillor was
premises
there early to stop it. This 'guest house' keeps breaking
incident
the by-laws.
Break-in: Attempted theft of gate motor
attempted

10/10/
2020

LEYDS
STREET

Robbery:
attempted

We are informed of an incident that took place at the
entrance to UP's Groenkloof Campus. There was an
attempted armed hijacking/robbery at the entrance. Four
males jumped out of a BMW at the gate while they were
being checked for Covid symptoms and attempted to
hijack a bakkie. The driver of the bakkie was shot and
several more shots were fired.

